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Johan Huizinga in Homo Ludens defines play as "a free activity
standing quite consciously outside the 'ordinary' life as being
'not serious,' but at the same time absorbing the player
intensely and utterly. It is an activity connected with no
material interest, and no profit can be gained by it. It
proceeds within its own proper boundaries of time and space
according to fixed rules and in an orderly manner" (as qtd. in
Bogost Unit Operations 115). He extends his definition of play
with the metaphor of the "magic circle" -- a safe space and
place of play, "the arena, the card table, the magic circle...are
all in form and function playgrounds, i.e. forbidden spots,
isolated, hedged round, hallowed, within which special rules
obtain. All are temporary worlds within the ordinary world, dedicated to the performance of an act apart" (as
qtd. in Bogost 134).

Close Reading, Close Playing, Critical Playing
However, games are not perfect magic circles of play, they are not completely separate from the “real world,”
and for many game studies scholars, it is where the game and the world, the game and the culture intersect,
inform one another, influence one another that is important to pay close attention to. From your previous
composition and literature classes you should have some experience with “close reading” a text, getting
between the words and lines, getting past the symbolic or the thematic. Close playing is no different, only the
text will be something you “play.” Close playing, like close reading, requires careful and critical attention to
how the game is played (or not played), to what kind of game it is, to what the game looks like or sounds like,
to what the game world is like, to what choices are offered (or not offered) to the player, to what the goals of
the game are, to how the game interacts with and addresses the player, to how the game fits into the real
world, and so on.

Weekly Plogs
Each week, for this assignment, you will play or interact with the games or texts assigned for the week. Go
ahead and play them once just to get a feel of the controls and a feel for the game’s design, sounds, images,
actions, goals, characters, and story (if there are these things). Then start over and play the game paying
attention to things at catch your attention, that leave you asking questions, that connect to the week’s
theoretical readings or class discussion. In other words, are there ways the game reveals something or
critiques something about the world around us, the culture around us (intentionally or unintentionally)?
Consider the following as jumping off points (not as a laundry list needing answers):
—How did the game making you feel, and more importantly, how did the game make you think? How do you
connect these feelings and thoughts to larger concerns?
—What are the explicit goals of the game (e.g. kill all the bad guys) and more important, what are the implicit
goals of the game (e.g. kill all the bad guys for the government)?
—What are the main arguments of the game (these may not be explicit), what is the game persuading you of,
how are the arguments tied into game play?
—How might you close read game play and game mechanics and game design? What is open to the player? How
is the player limited? How does that connect to larger concerns or politics?
—Consider the keywords as touchstones. What does the game tell us about cultural and identity formations
like race, class, gender, sex, sexuality, nationality, citizenship?
Pick one of the games to write about (or connect games). Your plog must be more than just description,
summary of plot, characters, setting, themes, and a walk-through of what you did, though of course these
things will be evidence for your analysis. Find one or two things that caught your attention or that seem to
need analyzing and start that line of thinking. As the plogs get filled out, feel free to reference another
person’s take on game play, build off of someone else’s argument making sure to make your own, connect to or
challenge another plog’s argument.

Guidelines and Due Dates
Format:

on one of the week’s games
formal, 250 or so words, typed, no title page, single-spaced, block format
posted to the class plog (not the general blog):
https://catalysttools.washington.edu/gopost/board/changed/8938/
each class member will have ONE thread for their individual plog with the headline:
“Ed Chang’s Plog”
include bibliography, useful links if necessary

Due:

every Friday afternoon by 5 PM, posted to your plog thread

